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The Photographic Historical Society of Canada

Wednesday, June 20th, 2012, 7:30 PM

IRWIN REICHSTEIN
"The very rich life of a Montreal studio"
Dr. Irwin Reichstein is no stranger as he was a guest speaker in May
2008 talking on “The Multigraph.” His June talk will discuss: the building
at the corner of Craig and Bleury Streets in
Montreal was one of the centres of photography in Montreal in the nineteenth century.
Most of the best known Anglophone photographers had studios on that very corner
or within a few blocks. The events on that
corner, some quite dramatic, were also
remarkably well documented.
Reichstein is a computer science professor at Carleton University in Ottawa but in
his spare time delves into Canadian photographic history. Photographic Canadiana
has been graced with his studies on James
Inglis, on The Early Saronys and on The
Multigraph.
Dr. Reichstein will be honoured with a
Research Grant for his continued research
and for his support of our journal.

NOT A MEMBER OF THE PHSC? THEN
JOIN CANADA’S BEST PHOTO
HISTORY SOCIETY. A GREAT BARGAIN
FOR MEETINGS, AUCTIONS, FAIRS,
AND PUBLICATIONS – ONLY $35.00.

PHSC Monthly Meetings
are held on the third Wednesday from
September to June in the Gold Room,
of Memorial Hall in the basement of
the North York Central Library,
5120 Yonge St., North York, Ontario.
The meeting officially begins at 8:00
p.m. but is preceded by a Buy & Sell
and social gathering from 7:00 p.m.
onwards. For information contact the
PHSC or Program Chairman Scott
Rickard at srickard@persona.ca

Programming Schedule:

IRWIN REICHSTEIN

Meetings in the Gold Room, (basement) of the North York Central Library,
at 5120 Yonge Street. Handy TTC Subway stop and plenty of
underground parking.

Sunday, July 8, 2012, 8:00AM to 1:00PM
The Larry Boccioletti Memorial

OUTDOOR PHOTOGRAPHIC
TRUNK SALE

June 20th, 2012
-Researcher/writer Irwin Reichstein
of Carleton University speaks on "The
very rich life of a Montreal studio."
Sunday, July 8th, 2012
-The Larry Boccioletti Memorial
Photographic Trunk Sale at the
Soccer Centre, Woodbrdge. This is
something different with fun for all
as we load up our cars with photographica big and small. A tailgate
flea market that's sure to provide
bargains and odd items too.
We'll take the summer off for two
months while we prepare the roster of fall programs.
September 19th, 2012
-To begin our Fall series of lectures
Daniel Renaud will be our guest
speaker.

JOIN THE PHSC TODAY

AND RECEIVE A DVD WITH

Located in the laneway north of

35 YEARS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
CANADIANA IN PDF FORMAT

7601 Martin Grove Rd., Woodbridge, Ontario
½ km south of Highway 7 on the east side, FREE PARKING

FOR PROGRAM UPDATES

A tailgate flea market featuring vintage and used cameras, darkroom
and movie equipment, optics, images, lenses, books, magazines, etc.
For information and car registration contact CLINT 416-919-9617

info@phsc.ca

The Soccer Centre
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www.phsc.ca

o ur E - mail ad d re ss i s
Robert A. Carter – Webmaster

Our May 2012 Meeting

see complete reviews on PHSC web site at WWW.PHSC.CA

Toronto Notes

Reported by Mark Singer

– OUR NEXT MEETING WILL TAKE PLACE ON JUNE 20TH 2012
THE MAY MEETING

The May meeting was an exploration into another
aspect of antique photographs. Our speaker was
Alana West who presently resides in Kingston, Ontario
and is a graduate student of Art History at Queen's
University. Her talk was on British photographer
Frederick H. Evans whom she curated a current
exhibit on him at George Eastman House in Rochester.
She is also a recipient of a publishing award from the
PHSC on her article on Eli Palmer.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ROBERT LANSDALE

Her introduction to the photographic world was
through a high school photography course and she
was interested in translating what she saw in the world
into black and white images. She found the darkroom
magical, seeing images come into form. After high
school in British Columbia, she studied photography at
Ryerson University in Toronto and made a point of
going to as many galleries as possible to see the wide
range of photographic interpretations both historical
and contemporary. In 2001, she graduated with a
Bachelor of Fine Arts with Honours. She had several
classes with David Harris and came to understand the
thought that went into each photograph.
After school she lived abroad in South Korea for 2
years and Australia for 1 year. She shot a lot of film
and while in Sydney volunteered for The Australian
Centre for Photography where she was turned on to
the idea of becoming a photographic curator - in part
because the curators there were young people while
her idea of a curator was an older person. She looked
into Curatorial MA programs but could not find one
until the new course at Ryerson on Photographic
Preservation and Collection Management which
would fit the bill and could also be tailored to have
curatorial experience. While a student, she curated
three exhibitions with the help of David Harris. She
did her research on photographer Eli J. Palmer during
her first term with Mike Robinson’s guidance. Mike
had shown Palmer images and sparked her interest in
the subject. She fell in love with research and since
Palmer was from Toronto, it was relatively easy to get
background material on him.

After graduating, she went from one amazing collection to another. She worked in the J.Paul Getty
Museum in Los Angeles as a graduate intern where
she worked with Annie Lyden whom she had first met
at George Eastman House. Alana helped to curate
exhibitions and enjoyed the experience thoroughly
although she originally had notions she would not fit
in with the "shishi" crowd. She also was in charge of
the study room and assisted other researchers with
their work. She thought it was all downhill from there
after working at the two most prestigious photographic collections in North America. She is now a
PhD student working with Joan Schwartz on Canadian
Photography.

There was an option to do the second year of the
program in Rochester so she worked at George
Eastman House and was the only student to work in
the rare photographic book collection and she even
got a swipe card for access to the vault. She assisted
researchers who came in to use the collection. It was
at that time she became interested in Evans and his
modes of display.
THE PHSC E-MAIL

Alana talked about Fredrick Evans who was born
on June 26, 1853 in London England. As a young man
he worked as a clerk for a "preserves merchant." In
1883 Evans purchased a quarter-plate Scopticon
camera suitable for portraits, landscapes as well as
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Alana is presented with the $500 PHSC Student Research Grant
for her work on photographer Eli J. Palmer while a student at Ryerson University. Making the presentation and thanking for her talk are
President Clint Hryhorijiw and John Morden, Awards Chairman

Alana is seen presenting her digital images before the gathering
of the Toronto members in the North York Central Library Gold
Room. Members were impressed with her well researched and
well illustrated presentation.

photomicrography. In 1887 he had
his first public recognition when
several of his photomicrographs
were awarded a medal in the 32nd
Photographic Society of Great
Britain exhibition - later this group
became known as The Royal
Photographic Society. In 1890
Evans borrowed money from his
father to invest in a failing book
shop which he frequented. The
original owner died and bequeathed
the shop to him. He turned it
around financially and it became
popular especially with other clerks
in the neighbourhood. Thus he
became well versed with the literary community in London who
frequented his premises such as
George Bernard Shaw, Aubrey
Beardsley and William Morris. In
1898, Evans retired on an annuity
from the sale of the book shop,
which afforded him time to pursue
his interest in photography.
Alana's Masters research was
on the methods of presentations
used by Evans. This dealt specifically with the decorative mounts
used on the borders of his photographs; he was known for his
mounting techniques. Throughout
1904 he wrote monthly articles on
mounting in The Photogram on
how to mount exhibition prints. In
each issue, the cover pages were
meant to be removed for the reader to make photographic mounts.
Alana would like to find intact copies with those cover pages. In
1908 he gave a lecture and demonstration
at
The
Royal

Photographic Society on mounting of his photographs. His method used various sizes of paper
layered below the photograph to
create a decorative border. It was
later published in The Royal
Photographic Journal and established mounting trends at the
beginning of the 20th century that
helped elevate photography into
an art form.
In the 19th century there were
two schools of thoughts regarding
the use of photography. The first
was using highly manipulated pictures and the second as a true
representation of the subject. One
technique was creating a hand
drawn border using lines around
the photograph that was difficult
to perfect. They draw the viewer
into the image. Many times the
borderlines echoed the architectural details in the photograph.
The borders also were a transition
from the photograph to the frame.
Borders had been used in paintings since the 16th century and
this also helped to elevate the status of photography as an art form.
His borders were simple lines and
colour washes as opposed to the
fancy borders of the paintings that
were hand drawn onto each print.
He signed his photographs in
various methods and that helps in
dating them. He also would add
captions to many of his photographs. Evans also became an
expert in making copy prints of the
works of other photographers. His
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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own collections of the works of
other photographers were mounted using his distinct style.
The exhibition of Evans works
at George Eastman House included works that had never been on
exhibit before. The process of
curating the exhibition included recataloguing of all of Evans holdings at George Eastman House,
many of which had never been
properly catalogued. Many of his
photographs came from the collection of Gord Kahn, a Canadian
who while living in London England
became friends with Evans through
their mutual admiration of The
Pianola, a fancy player piano. Kahn
started collecting Evans’ work. In
1950 they tried to sell their collection to The Art Gallery of Ontario
but the gallery did not collect photographs to the extent it does now.
In 1953 Gord Kahn started corresponding with Beaumont Newhall
who was photographic curator at
GEH. The rest of the collection is
from Evan Evans who was
Frederick Evans son. Mr. Newhall
put on an exhibition of his work in
1964.
Alana’s PhD thesis hopes to
explore Evans’ influence outside
the realm of photography and the
influence of his work on other art
forms She hopes to live in England
during the 3rd year of her PHD to
do more research and get a broader view of Frederick Evans.
/Mark Singer

A tour of the PHSC SPRING FAIR....

Floor of the Soccer Centre is crammed by over 500 visitors seeking bargains and collectables. The wide aisles and good lighting make for enjoyable search and the chase.

The line was already long and impatient
before the doors opened time at 10AM.

The first through the doors at the Soccer Centre with the ticket-takers ready.

John Kantymir got crowded by the first wave of customers hitting the floor with
young and old collectors vying for bargains. Students numbered well over 80.

Tripods and monopods were in great
demand with testing in progress.

Fast sales happened during the first
hours so bargains disappeared quickly.
THE PHSC E-MAIL 4 VOL. 12-3 JUNE 2012

by Mark Singer

I had answers to all questions
but this year I got two new ones.
Separate vendors asked if they
needed to bring their own chairs - in
the rules I only describe tables. I
reassured them that chairs were
supplied and there are spares. The
other was from a potential attendee
asking if it would be cancelled
because of rain. I assured him that
since it was an indoor facility, even
snow would not cancel the event.
The PHSC is responsible to set
up and take down the tables and
chairs and The Labour Ready crew,
with a full complement of 4 people,
came and set-up the tables. There
was no soccer game earlier so we
started at 5pm Saturday; they were
done by 9:30 pm. I finished by 11
pm after setting the coffee to brew
on a timer.
About 100 tables were reserved
by Sunday morning. Five extras
were sold at the door.
Clint handled money from 23
table holders who had not paid
beforehand. Thus there were 50
table holders occupying 105 tables.
Historical displays were manned by
Francois LeMai of Montreal and
Bob Gutteridge of Whitby.
A count of 483 paid admissions
and 88 students who got free entry
giving a total of 571. John, Sonya
and Win did a great job of taking the
money at the front door. Will the bus
driver brought 36 people to The
Soccer Centre while 38 people
returned to the Kipling Subway - it's
becoming quite popular.
I want to thank the security
people who helped in many ways
making the day run smoothly.
Thanks to Oscar, Tony, and Ed.
Wayne, David, Louise and Vanessa
did an excellent job recruiting
new members and Bob Lansdale
wore 2 hats as official photographer and setting up the PHSC
Welcome Centre and photo exhibit. Thanks also to Judy Rauliuk.
Labour Ready crew returned
and with the help of Clint and Oscar
by 6pm it was a bare soccer field.
All in all I was pleased with the
way the fair went and am looking
forward to some rest time.

Sol Hadef came down from Montreal to attend Canada's
biggest photo antiques fair in order to buy collectables.

Werner Dreschel demonstrates his 7x5 roll film Kodak
No.5 Cartridge camera of the 1900-1907 era.

Gathered around the filter section of one of the tables
makes for an interesting search to find an elusive size.

Bob Gutteridge showed his new acquisitions in his display of cinematic antique equipment and toys.

Ryerson students inspect a Cambo 4x5 bellows camera
– a top commercial camera for studio and field work.

Where else can you see prime examples of early cine
projection equipment by Francois LeMai of Montreal.

Nick Njagovan entertains potential customers as
he explains his large antique field cameras.

Douglas Napier had rare items from his collection and
offered to buy collectables from the visitors at hand.

John Harquail and company were downloading equipment used during 40 years of commercial photography.

Graflex KE-4 (1) 70mm combat camera resembles Orion box camera from Orionwerk Francois LeMai brought this glass
an overgrown Contax camera with 102 Ektar lens. A.G. of Hannover, ca 1930, 6x9cm. stereo slide plate by UNI of Paris.

Queries, haggling and purchases kept the table exhibitors busy with equipment which was redundant to them.

Pina Vinci and Sam Schlifer are sure to be at the Fair to
look over the latest table arrangements for collectables.
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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A rare carbide-gas generator and four-jet illuminator
used in slide projectors ca 1880 in nickel plating.

A visitor explains his acquisition to Vanessa Currie who was
on hand at the PHSC booth to promote future events.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ROBERT LANSDALE and ROBERT CARTER

It was business and showmanship to over 500 visitors....

Everybody had a good time....

Julie Njagovan has a C.H. Men- A black Mentor #11 for a 4x5 film Electro Radiant lantern #2, Peak Sheldon Fox with 2x3 Tower Press
del bellows camera of Paris.
pack is different folding reflex.
& Supder of NY is non-electric.
camera, 105mm Colminar lens.

THE WELCOME CENTRE

Ed Warner used mock camera to pose and David Bridge and Louise Freyburger serviced
take a (mock) picture of Vanessa Currie.
the membership desk in the afternoon.

It is interesting to know how the
"PHSC Welcome Centre" came
about. We have been promoting the
PHSC at the Fairs for several years
with booths and brochures. In 1982

the PPOC National Convention put
up extra print displays to augment
their National Print Show. After the
convention Bob Lansdale revisited
the hotel to see that everything had
been shipped back. To his horrors a

Combined display and exhibition is more attractive to visitors whose interest is equipment.

John Boyd exhibit / the G&M collection from 1930s
records the history of the Depression years.

John Boyd print exhibit had been
consigned to the garbage. He salvaged it and stored in his basement
for 30 years hoping to find additional
use. The City of Toronto Archives
disowned it as "only copies." The
PHSC wanted to augment the Fair
with educational exhibits so it was
brought out of storage. Wire display
walls were borrowed from Harry Joy;
it required a trip by President Clint to
Scarborough to pick them up from
George Dunbar and then deliver to
the Soccer Centre. Oscar Li and Bob
Lansdale assembled the display and
booths on Saturday night. We think
it is a winner as we can promote the
PHSC more aggressively and add
educational displays to the Fair.

Chairs on tables were covered with blue cloth.
They offered excellent displaying of 16x20 prints.

Bulldog clamps (binder clips) over the wire mesh
of the walls offered easy mounting of the prints.

Wayne Gilbert, Membership Secretary, fielded
questions. Posters promoted Society events

THE PHSC E-MAIL
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PHOTOGRAPHS BY WAYNE GILBERT

Boris Spremo admires examples of a fellow
press photographer John Boyd from 1930s.

HARRY'S 95TH

GREAT CHANCES FOR SUMMER WORKSHOPS
AT GEORGE EASTMAN HOUSE
Mark Osterman of the George Eastman House writes: I think many
of the photographic workshops we are teaching at George Eastman
House would be of interest to your members. These range from identifying 19th century photographic images to doing hands-on workshops from the Nièpce Heliograph [1826] to making gelatin emulsions
[1890] and everything in-between. These are the only workshops that
feature actual process demonstrations and close inspection of master
works of photography in the George Eastman House collection. We
will also have three workshops at the Fox Talbot Museum, Lacock,
England this summer. So travel is most convenient to Rochester.

See the entire courses listed at http://www.eastmanhouse.org/
events/series/photo-workshops At GEH unless otherwise noted.

Harry Joy may be the oldest member in our Society at age 95. He
didn't dare put the full 95 candles
on the birthday cake as it would
have started a major fire. Here
with great-grandson Jacob, they
did the honours. Some 50 friends
gathered ranging in age from 99
days to 99 years.

Taking place from August 19th to
August 23rd of 2012 in St.
Catharines, Ontario, the programs
are a mixture of lectures, labs,
marketing, hands-on demonstrations and sessions on a professional level. Classes start on
Sunday and finish on Thursday.
Students register for one instructor in whose class they will remain
for the duration of the school.
Twelve courses to choose from.
Get full information at:

www.niagaraschool.com

The Colorful Print: Cyanotype, Chromatype & Photo Drawing
June 11, 2012 through June 14, 2012
1839: Daguerreotype, Photogenic Drawing & Bayard's Process
June 25, 2012 through June 29, 2012 at Fox Talbot Museum
Ambrotypes, Tintypes and Dry Collodion Negatives
July 2, 2012 through July 6, 2012 at Fox Talbot Museum
Ambrotypes and Tintypes
July 9, 2012 through July 12, 2012 at Fox Talbot Museum
Platinum/Palladium Printing: History & Technique
July 16, 2012 through July 18, 2012
Camera Obscura, Lucida and the Silhouette
July 23, 2012 through July 26, 2012
The Albumen Print: History & Technique
August 6, 2012 through August 8, 2012
Ambrotype Making: Introductory Workshop
August 20, 2012 through August 22, 2012
Collodion Negatives: Wet and Dry
Sept. 24, 2012 through Sept. 28, 2012
35mm Daguerreotypes
Oct. 10, 2012 through Oct. 12, 2012
The Carbon Print: History & Technique
Oct. 22, 2012 through Oct. 24, 2012
Collodion Printing Paper
Nov. 12, 2012 through Nov. 14, 2012
Salt Printing
Dec. 3, 2012 through Dec. 5, 2012
MARK OSTERMAN at the GEH is now offering optional work days after many of the
scheduled workshops. Five people stayed for
the optional day and made some tintypes for
the fun of it. So much easier than ambrotypes
...no glass cleaning!
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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FROM THE NET

If you've got any loose cash
lying around then consider buying
a new Leica M9-P "Edition
Hermès." Following the Leica MP
and the Leica M7, this is the third
in a line of premium special editions of the M-System to be created in collaboration with the wellknown Parisian house Hermès. The
limited numbers, unique product
design and premium finishing with
numerous extras make this a truly
special edition. In collaboration with
automotive designer Walter de'Silva,
selected features of the camera
body were restyled, including the
top and base plates, the shutter
speed dial, the multifunction wheel
and the shutter release. In addition,
the frame selector lever, the accessory shoe and the Leica script on
the upper face of the top plate have
been omitted to emphasise the
unique status of this limited edition.
Kodak will close its online photo
service on July 2 after a federal
bankruptcy judge approved selling
the business to Shutterfly for $23.8
million. Shutterfly Inc. emerged last
month as the sole bidder for
Eastman Kodak Co.'s Kodak
Gallery. The judge issued an order
approving the sale. Kodak, which
filed for bankruptcy protection in
January, is selling the photo printing, storage and sharing business
to generate cash and to narrow its
focus. The two companies offer
similar services, where basic sharing of photos is free and users pay
for prints, photo books, digital copies on DVDs and other products.
The services still make money, but
demand has declined in recent
years as people increasingly share
photos online through Facebook
and other social networks.

HARMAN Technology Limited,
manufacturer of ILFORD black
and white photographic products,
is once again opening a sales
window for its ultra large format
(ULF) sheet film products. This
allows ULF photographers to
order sheet film in selected sizes
from the ILFORD B&W range without the constraints of the usual
minimum order quantities. Instead,
HARMAN will combine orders
from participating dealers across
the world to ensure production
runs remain viable. The ordering
window opens on Monday 30th
April and will run until Friday 22nd
June 2012. After the closing date,
HARMAN will manufacture the
items at its factory in the UK with
a view to shipping orders to arrive
with dealers in September.
Specific products covered include
FP4 PLUS and HP5 PLUS in sizes
up to 20 x 24 inches and ORTHO
PLUS in hard to find sizes such as
18cm by 24cm.

A rare 1923 Leica went for
€2.16 million ($2.8 million) at an
auction in Vienna recently, making
it the most expensive camera ever
sold. An anonymous buyer won
the bidding battle for the German
camera, which still works and is
one of around 25 test versions of
Leica 0-Series cameras produced
in 1923, two years before the start
of serial production. It is described
as the seventh camera in the
0-series, which German optical
engineer Oskar Barnack produced
to test the market for lightweight
35-mm cameras. Including the
buyer’s premium, the price paid at
the WestLicht auction was more
than seven times the starting price
of €300,000.
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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The rumors of Nikon launching
an entry-level full-frame dSLR
called the D600 could have gained
some supporting evidence. In an
article on Italian Web site
MarsicaLive, Aptina Imaging confirmed that it was developing a
large-format image (likely fullframe sensor) to be used with
dSLRs. Aptina sensors are typically used by some OEM camera
makers possibly because these
sensors are cheaper to produce
than traditional backside-illuminated (BSI) varieties, but still provide
similar image quality at high ISO
settings. Given that many photographers haven't jumped onto the
full-frame bandwagon due to the
high price of such dSLR bodies,
Nikon may just give Canon a run
for its money if the D600 full-frame
dSLR turns out to be real.

The Japanese company has
just filed a patent for a F0.7 prime
lens for its Nikon 1 mirrorless system. According to the new patent,
Nikon was able to achieve such a
wide maximum aperture by optimizing the flange back distance,
image circle and aperture diameter of the lens. The benefit of a
lens with such a wide aperture
value (F0.7) would be its ability to
capture better pictures in places
with very low light. It would definitely be a welcomed addition to
the Nikon 1 lens lineup given that
the fastest lens currently available is the Nikon 10mm F2.8.
Micro Four Thirds. Competitors
Panasonic and Olympus already
have F1.4 and F1.8 lenses in their
respective lineups.
Assembled with thanks from reports
by Fastlens and CNET Asia.

Ed James of Elkhorn, Manitoba
Out in Elkhorn, Manitoba, Ed
James calls himself a Military
Collector and Historic Re-enactor.
At veteran's re-unions or school
events he is liable to show up as
any number of military figures. His
passion is acting the complete
military photographer with Speed
Graphic, military motorcycle and
jeep as a member of the Canadian
Army WWII Film and Photo Unit.
He recently showed up at a veteran's dinner as a Lieutenant
Commander (Royal Canadian
Navy) to recount the "North Atlantic
Run" a tale of the Corvette, the
U-boat and the Convoy System.
He comes with models and memorabilia to suit the occasion and
make his presentations close to
believable.

puter to write his
newspaper reports
or letters. Despite
that Ed has won a
few awards in rural
newspaper competitions for his pictures and stories.

Formerly a high school teacher,
his characters came to life during
illustrated lectures to make the
topics more interesting. It took on
greater interest when it came time
to talk about his spare-time hobby
of photography. Eventually it
evolved into a full-time lecture on
"One Hundred Years of History of
Photography" in which he portrays
a turn of the century photographer
in period costume explaining the
developments and advancements
of photography over the past 100
years. His personal collection of
100s of antique cameras works
well into the presentation.
"Making history come alive, so
that we will not repeat the mistakes of the past" is his motto in all
his endeavours.
A new venture of writing for the
local Virden Empire-Advance has
expanded his talents for taking
press photographs. A regular column has evolved where Ed's personality comes through in seeking
out local interest items. His own
home, which is 100 years old and
called "The Brotherhood House,"
came in for a full page scrutiny.
The house was built in 1911 for the
manager of the Canadian Bank of
Commerce, Rowland Henderson
Brotherhood. Ed is of the old
school and doesn't use a com-

To add to his repertoire of
entertainment he is writing a new
play "The Music That Helped Win
The War." It's to emulate "The
Army Show" which regularly entertained troops here and overseas.
He has equipped his jeep with a
sound system with a real WWII
army record player. He needs
78rpm records of great artists of
the 40s such as Vera Lynn, Glen
Miller, The Andrew Sisters, Bing
Crosby, Guy Lombardo, etc.
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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So if you have any of those 10
inch platters let Ed James know
about it at emjames@mts.net or
Box 69, Elkhorn, MB, R0M 0N0.

PHOTOGRAPHIC CANADIANA

We've received much commendation for the recent

Photographic Canadiana Vol. 38-1 concerning the Hicro
colour camera story. The colour insert is our first ever.
Never heard of the Hicro? Read about it only in PC.

We've got all the details of where it came
from, the patents and the advertising to
make it a most interesting and informative story. The camera was introduced
in 1915 as a simpler colour camera to
produce three B&W separation negatives.
We also have the report on our Toronto
meetings with special guest speakers.
This time it's Vince Pietropaulo talking
about his new book.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
CANADIANA
Volume 38 Number 1

May – June 2012

THE INTERNATIONAL HICRO
CAMERA ca 1915

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORI
CAL SOCIETY OF CANADA

Library and Archives Canada in Ottawa in our latest
visit perusing the special finds that their archivists
have researched over the years. Amy Tector has chosen to reveal a number of images that recorded the
rehabilitation of injured soldier after World War One.

WE CHARGE A TOKEN $35.00 per year
which averages out to $8.75 each
issue– that's a real bargain.
WE OFFER A VERY SPECIAL
PREMIUM IF YOU JOIN NOW! You
get a free DVD containing past PHSC
publications as PDF files (Vol. 1-35).
We’re proud to spread the word about
these great stories with underlying historical facts.

Download an application from our PHSC web site.
See www.phsc.ca/camera/?page_id=110.
Check menu under MEMBERSHIP or use PAYPAL
for registry.

35 YEARS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC CANADIANA
PRESERVED ON ONE DVD DISC
IT’S YOURS WHEN YOU JOIN
By joining now you also
receive four issues/year
of the latest Photographic
Canadiana plus all the
PHSC membership benefits. It’s a real bonanza!

THE PHSC for only $35.00

Through the 182 issues
from Volume 1 #1 onwards,
you can visit a veritable
library of photographs
and published words.
Join using PAYPAL on our web site

www.phsc.ca
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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PASS IT ON TO A FRIEND – LET EVERYONE READ THE NEWSLETTER
Coming Events
STEPHEN BULGER GALLERY
1026 Queen St. West, Toronto, ON.
Tuesday to Saturday 11AM to 6PM.
The gallery will feature the work of
Joseph F. Rock: China, Vintage
Photographs
from
National
Geographic Image Collection from
June 16 – July 21, 2012. This exhibition concentrates on Dr. Joseph F.
Rock (1884 – 1962). The eccentric
Viennese-born botanist spent 27
years in the remote Tibetan borderlands collecting exotic plants and
communing with spiritual lamas.

EVANS EXHIBITION AT

GEORGE EASTMAN
HOUSE – ROCHESTER

Through til June 24th, 20112
Be sure to visit the photographs: Ideal Forms:Federick
Evans in the Entrance Gallery
as curated by Alana West.
This is in addition to the main
exhibition See:Untold Stories

Want Ads…
Wanted
Bob Lansdale is researching
Canadian Dry Plate manufacturers
1880-1910. Needs scans of boxes
or cited information. Please lookout for them when searching photographica collections. Send to
bob.lansdale@1staccess.ca
Wanted
Ed James of Elkhorn, Manitoba
still needs glassine 35mm negative
pages (no plastic). Ed James, P.O.
Box 69, Elkhorn, Manitoba, R0M
0N0, Tel: 204-845-2630.
For Sale
Super-six 20 - it is in great shape
as I can tell based on photos on
the Internet. It needs to be enjoyed
by someone who can display it.
Located in Sacramento, California.
Contact Nathan Leach at address
leachfamily83@yahoo.com
Wanted
Source for CN Tower construction
photos for its 40th Anniversary project. Contact: lansd@lansdale.ca

EDITH ON THE RADIO
Edith Cuerrier who now
resides in Newfoundland, wrote
the long thesis on George
Eastman vacationing there in
1906. We published it in
Photographic Canadiana Vol 37
No 3. There have been quite a
few comments about the telling
of the other side of Mr. Eastman's
character. This has recently led
to a interview on the local CBC
radio station which can be
heard by dialing up the followBuying or Consignment
Vintage cameras wanted by experienced eBay seller. Professionally
presented with pictures and
description. Contact at 905-9940515 or douglas@dugwerks.com
Wanted
Well-heeled private collector will
pay CASH for your photographic
collections and estates. Nothing
too big or too small. Contact John
Kantymir at 905-371-0111 or
Niagaracc@gmail.com.
Wanted
Bicycle & Motorcycle photography
– all related items. Contact Lorne
Shields, P.O. Box 87588, 300 John
St. P.O., Thornhill, ON., L3T 7R3,
lorne-shields@rogers.com
Wanted
Canadian Kodak Service Medal
wanted for 25 year service award
and for 50 years service award.
Contact the newsletter editor at:
bob.lansdale@1staccess.ca
For Sale
KEYSTONE: “Tour of the World”
complete 400 Stereoview set on
CD in two formats - PDF and
Power Point. Own this famous set
for just $24.00 Post Paid worldwide. Contact loban@rogers.com
or call 905-477-3382
Available
Photography teacher in Toronto
has enlarging equipment available
- 4x5, and 3/1/2 x 2/1/2. Anyone
interested call me at: 905-8468707 or cell: 416-573-7981 or
palavelle82@hotmail.com
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ing internet address:
http://www.cbc.ca/onthego/
episodes/2012/03/07/georgeeastman-in-newfoundland-andlabrador/
Edith currently works at the
Newfoundland
Archives and is
scheduled to give
a talk about her
thesis and the
photographs in
October.
For Sale
I have 17 Carousel trays, 12 - 140s
& 5 - 80s which I no longer have
room for. I am looking for best
offer over $2 each. Gerry Loban:
loban@rogers.com
For Sale
Stock reduction. Stereo views
(5,000) sold in bundles of 50 by
topic. Old postcards (20,000),
Derek@DaltonsCollectables.com
Wanted
British photography catalogues
and literature pre-1930 including
pre-1910 BJP Almanacs. Marcel
Safier, msafier@ozemail.com.au,
Brisbane, Australia.
FREE
20 KODAK Carousel trays, (10 –
80 slides, 10 – 140 slides), to
GIVE AWAY FREE
. Tel: (905
436- 9387 or edwarner@bell.net

The Toronto Camera Club

is about to celebrate its 125th
anniversary. They are actively
looking for vintage prints, particularly winning images
entered in club competitions.
If you have any or know of any
located in Canadian museums/
archives, please contact:
info@hylafox.com.

Obituary
It has been brought to our
attention that Charter Member
Stan G. Metcalfe passed
away August 5th, 2010. He
was listed as #0046-CM.

